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The Mystery of the Copper Scroll of Qumran 2003-06-23
introduces a radical new perspective on the historical foundations of monotheism based on the
enigma of the copper scroll of the essenes confirms the link between ancient judaism and the
pharoah akhenaten decodes the system of measurements encrypted on the copper scroll that
has confounded scholars for over 50 years leading to the identification of fabulous lost treasures
points to a radical new understanding of the origins of monotheism the famous dead sea scrolls
comprise the oldest collection of biblical documents ever discovered of the dead sea scrolls
none has baffled experts more than the 2 000 year old copper scroll discovered in 1952 by a
team of bedouin led by henri de contenson of the ecole biblique in east jerusalem appearing to
be a list of buried treasure engraved on copper pieces the copper scroll is considered to be the
work of a secretive jewish sect of devout essenes who lived by the dead sea around the time of
jesus no one has been able to explain its meaning or discover any of the 64 locations where the
biblical treasures it lists were buried robert feather combining his background as a metallurgist
with his journalistic expertise has unraveled the enigma of the copper scroll in a fascinating
study that takes the reader on a journey from ancient mesopotamia through canaan into egypt
and back to the shores of the dead sea his exploration links the scroll to the ancient egyptian
king akhenaten confirming a long suspected influence of this pharaoh s religious beliefs on those
of the hebrews the author s findings not only reveal the locations of most of the treasures listed
on the copper scroll but they also point to a radical new understanding of the origins of
monotheism the basis of the three great religions of judaism islam and christianity

The Scroll of the Kings 2022-06-13
when the human wizard ignis leaves behind a powerful scroll in the possession of low ranking
soldier viggo bausan viggo must venture to the latest war counsel in the wizard s place to speak
things don t go as planned and the scroll is taken by savage boar riders viggo now leads a
regiment deep into troll territory to reclaim possession of the scroll in the meantime mentally
weak and unprepared elf iston thorin attains the vaunted position of elven head general and
must defend his people against orcs when all seems lost and the enemy is close to conquering
the continent of cynthia how will these two unlikely heroes cope with adversity and save their
people the scroll of the kings is an exciting fantasy novel following the adventures of characters
from various magical races as they work together to save the world from encroaching evil

The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light Against the
Sons of Darkness 2020-03-01
2021 22 finalist for hackmatack children s choice book award myrca sundogs and red cedar
book awards sesha must race to find a priceless scroll before time runs out after a brutal fire
takes their parents lives sesha and ky children of the pharaoh s royal physician are left charming
snakes and stealing food to survive unsure of who to trust the pair are found and brought back
to the palace where the pharaoh tasks sesha with finding a rare medical document her father



was transcribing but are the royals hiding something befriended by a fellow scribe and a young
princess sesha navigates palace intrigue and temple treachery while urgently seeking the
valuable papyrus for the scroll doesn t just have the power to keep the pharaoh s army alive and
reveal the secrets around her parents death it may be the only thing that can save ky s life

The Lost Scroll of the Physician 2020-01-25
ok readers here is one for the ages this is the first in a series that will take you on a voyage into
the far reaches of fun reading the excitement stems from action adventure to laughter heroism
and sorrow with science fiction fantasy racing around all over the place up and down from right
to left the thrills never end but wait a second the thrills do end because a book always ends right
hmm at least not yet for this one the series continues with book two of the scroll of creations
quest for the scroll coming to a shelf near you so fasten your seatbelts and gear up for a ride
into another world dimension and planets with characters that just keep coming as the series
rolls on i could tell you more but why you are holding it in the palms of your hands good day and
enjoy

The Scroll of Phi Delta Theta 1889
written in the high art style of prophetic witness the scroll of anatiya reveals a new kind of
biblical heroine who is fiercely passionate and sensual in this first person honest and vulnerable
account of an orphaned passion driven disciple of jeremiah perhaps a prophetess in her own
right anatiya reveals herself to be a rare window into an incredible world and a beautiful mind
out of a century of war wrath starvation and exile anatiya s epic love poem unleashes a timeless
theology of love in this unique work the contemporary imagination of rabbi zo klein meshes
seamlessly with the world of jeremiah in an unforgettable story of passion poetry and love

Scroll of Creations the Series 2004-04
plenty of adventure and magic continues robert newcomb s tradition of mixing adventure with
an interesting and well realized magical world sf site prince tristan and his twin sister shailiha
are the chosen ones prophesied to unite the opposing magics of the dark vagaries and the
benevolent vigors but before they can fulfill their destiny they must search out the mysterious
scrolls of the ancients which hold the key to unlocking great mystical secrets they are not the
only ones on a dire quest krassus a devoted servant of the vagaries has located one of the
scrolls and through it has attained great and ominous powers now he needs but one thing a man
who unknowingly possesses magic in his blood almost as potent as that of the chosen ones
tristan and shailiha must find that man before krassus s dark enchantments turn him into the
most dangerous weapon of evil the world has ever known if it s not already too late



The Scroll of Anatiya 2009-04-01
all that is was not how it was empyrean was the highest realm of the twenty four realms and
were collectively known as celestia other manifestations of light were brought forth certain
manifestations of the great light became servants guardians and witnesses to the unfolding
events it began when the great light initiated the twenty fourth realm not all light was created in
the same spectrum and not all possessed the honorable wings of legend the beings of light
marveled at the great light s numerous revelations however there was one who rose in his pride
and broke all the laws that kept the balance this is that one which came to be known as the
adversary

The Scrolls of the Ancients 2004-06-15
when ri is thrust into the candy cosmos a strange universe filled with sugar inspired aliens he
acquires unlimited power no limits anything he desires becomes reality with one finger snap
there s only one catch although surrounded by mouthwatering delicacies he cannot take a single
bite lured into this twisted universe by a mysterious alien ri has no time to figure out who s
behind his latest conundrum he must first locate the precious treasure that ll liberate him from
his perilous paradox of power he s gotta outwit an angry marshmallow volcano race away from a
ravenous hardshell coated t rex fight off a pop rocks pterodactyl woven together with red vines
and break free from an infuriated crowd of candy creatures doing all this while starving slowly
wasting away can he escape the intricate maze of confectionary constructs before he collapses
and guess what that s only the first level

The Empyrean Scrolls 2012-09-12
the classic firsthand account of life and death in the warsaw ghetto

Catalogue of the Anglo-Jewish Historical Exhibition,
Royal Albert Hall, London, 1887 1888
this edition comprises new transcriptions of the great isaiah scroll 1qisaa with photographs and
a bibliography the transcriptions were created from the leather scroll itself which is housed in
the shrine of the book of the israel museum jerusalem and from three different sets of
photographs the transcriptions were then checked against enhanced computer images of the
john c trever negatives which were scanned into digitized format manipulated and enhanced to
illuminate difficult to read characters the goal of this edition of the transcriptions is to represent
the text with the greatest possible accuracy most emendations by different scribal hands are
indicated it does not however indicate all the technical details regarding the corrections the
photographs belong to the s j schweig and the john c trever collections the 25 page bibliography
pertains to scholarly materials which deal with 1qisaa



Rieden Reece and the Scroll of Life 2024-01-20
this book contains a new version of the scroll that represents an early revision of the septuagint
toward a closer correspondence with the hebrew text of the bible after an extensive introduction
the volume provides the text with and without reconstructions notes on palaeography and
reconstructions and a commentary on translation technique orthographic peculiarities and
textual relations

The language and linguistic back ground of the Isaiah
Scroll (1 QIsaa) 2022-11-07
this systematic exegetical analysis of 4qpnah focuses upon lemma pesher correspondence
historical and literary analyses demonstrate the close relationship of the contemporising pesher
interpretations to the biblical base text of nahum in form content and language

Scroll of Agony 1999
1997 hong kong prepares to enter chinese control the commercial empires have already made
plans to leave their vast assets telexed to safety in a brilliant scheme code named the scroll of
benevolence but the ambitious general lo bing plots for supreme power in china and is
determined to smash benevolence racing against time to preserve world peace gene sangster of
the cia and konstantin proshin of the kgb join forces to prove what lo bing most wants to hide
that china possesses unimaginable military might diana simon young s daughter is trapped deep
in china somehow she must reach hong kong before the final countdown to benevolence her
only hope rests with a handsome chinese youth but is he friend or enemy

The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against the
Sons of Darkness ... 1955
th e art of vernacular painting in india is not only varied and rich but also intriguing for several
reasons with such observations the book addresses certain issues like the validity of the
historical information on indian art that excludes vernacular trends the information on
vernacular art in india has either been ignored such as in ancient literary discourses or
inadvertently misconstrued within the theoretical purviews of modern days if the hierarchy of
the hindu caste system has marginalised the culture of the lower rung groups the lexicon of
twentieth century anthropological studies has seen this art as material evidence of undeveloped
societies both creating the same value to be patronised but not art can art be weighed on a
scale of development arguments have been developed within the specifi c focus on scroll
paintings by the itinerant painter bards in bengal th e bardic tradition has been known to exist in
india since a pre christian era and still continues within two vibrant trends of vernacular art
forms bangla and santhal pat th e book redefi nes and repositions the notion of art with
contemporary folk art as the picture plates are self evident the book draws attention on a world



of art that has not been present in indian art history

The Great Isaiah Scroll (1QIsaa) 2018-12-24
when an ancient scroll of the biblical book of esther vanishes from the museum police accuse
sam s friend dr digenio of the crime sam doesn t believe the charge against him and leads his
friends on a mission to discover the truth together they uncover a shadowy world as they find
one clue after another every step on the trail takes them deeper into danger will their adventure
mean the end for sam and his friends jdhowardauthor com while this family friendly book
reminds me of the fun of a hardy boys mystery j d howard also weaves a spiritual thread into the
narrative that doesn t slow down the action the italian setting comes alive as the story unfolds a
great book for boys or anyone who enjoys a tightly plotted action packed mystery sharon dunn
award winning author of the ruby taylor mysteries

The Greek Minor Prophets Scroll from Nahal Hever
(8Hevxiigr) 1990
a small jewish sect calling itself the pure believers worships in babylon during the period of
jewish exile in the 6th century bce it mysteriously disappears from the pages of history and
nothing is known about it for two thousand years when it is suddenly mentioned by a vatican
scholar at an international conference what does the scroll actually say where was it found just
who are these purists with their lofty claims of truly knowing the creator god were they just one
of the many obscure religious sects persecuted out of existence by mainstream judaism or were
they a religious creed that was growing like a wildfire and could have swept the ancient world
and quickly consolidated into a major movement threatening the very existence of the
established jewish faith this book covers the journey of the scroll its theft loss and burial in the
largest book collection in the world it is a fascinating account of active attempts at suppression
intrigue and courage shown by one man who is determined to expose to the world such ancient
truths and radical views of the creator well may we ask why we have always been told that we
were born of sin and that we needed all the theatre of incense and bells of formal religion to find
god for ourselves when in reality our creator has always been within us fully aware of our
individual limitations and expecting nothing from us always knowing the reasons for our every
action

The Pesher Nahum Scroll from Qumran 2004-01-01
the volume on stone and scroll addresses biblical exegesis from the historical archaeological
theological and linguistic perspectives and discusses many of the issues central to the
interpretation of the bible it is written by colleagues and former students of graham davies in his
honour on his retirement it covers three main areas central to his work inscriptional and
archaeological including socio historical studies theological and exegetical studies especially of
exodus and the prophets and semantic studies a lasting focus of graham s work has been the



combination of sources that he has utilised in the interpretation of the biblical text his approach
has been distinctive in biblical studies in his combining of archaeological inscriptional linguistic
and theological evidence for a deeper understanding of text his work has ranged from
archaeological studies through an edition of hebrew inscriptions contributions to hebrew
semantics and biblical theology to exegesis of the pentateuch and prophets the essays in this
volume reflect that broad view of old testament study

The Scroll of Benevolence 2015-01-01
this work is a comprehensive advanced introduction to the five books or scrolls in the hebrew
bible that constitute the megilloth a distinctive minor collection within the canon of the hebrew
bible

Scroll Paintings of Bengal 2012-06-14
the present volume explores the ever evolving understandings and diverse manifestations of the
hebrew notion of torah in early jewish and christian literature and the different roles torah
played within those communities whether in judea or in the hellenistic and early roman diaspora
this collection of essays is purposefully wide ranging with contributors exploring and rethinking
some of the most basic scholarly assumptions and preconceptions about the nature of torah in
light of new critical approaches and methodologies with the goal of seeing how different vantage
points and different conclusions can better address the complexity of the topic and better reflect
the ambiguity and fluidity inherent in the concept of torah itself contributors include gabriele
boccaccini francis borchardt calum carmichael federico dal bo lutz doering oliver dyma paula
fredriksen robert g hall magnar kartveit anne kreps david lambert michael legaspi jason a myers
juan carlos ossandón widow anders klostergaard petersen patrick pouchelle jeremy punt michael
l satlow joachim schaper william schniedewind elisa uusimäki jacqueline vayntrub jonathan
vroom james w watts benjamin g wright iii and jason m zurawski

Eureka: an Exposition of the Apocalypse, in Harmony
with “the Things of the Kingdom of the Deity, and the
Name of Jesus Anointed.” By John Thomas ... Second
Edition. [With the Text.] 1869
this re examination of the war scroll 1qm suggests it is a hellenistic composition describing an
eschatological two stage conquest of the world subsequently updated in order to fit the new
historical realities faced by the qumran sectarians under roman rule

Catalogue of Anglo-Jewish Historical Exhibition, 1887



1887
this volume is concerned with exploring sectarian attitudes toward wealth and the economic
practices that gave rise to and issued from those attitudes an introductory chapter establishes
the state of the question three subsequent chapters focus on major sectarian texts the
damascus document the rule of the community and 4qinstruction a other sectarian and non
sectarian texts that mention wealth are discussed in a fifth chapter while archaeological
evidence from the qumran region and contemporary documentary texts are introduced in
chapters seven and eight finally ancient secondary testimony on essene economic practices is
discussed the book breaks new ground in arguing for several biblical rationales for the practice
of shared wealth its integration of archaeological and documentary evidence sheds surprising
new light on the economic organization of the qumran community

The Case of the Vanishing Scroll 2013-10
god gave jesus a revelation to show his servants things which must come to pass in the
revelation we see a scroll written on the inside and on the outside sealed with seven seals as
each of the first four seals are opened we see a horseman what is the scroll who or what are the
horsemen how will we discern what or who they are how will we know we have discerned
correctly many others have attempted to identify the scroll and horsemen this book will not
attempt to refute each and every identification they have made nor discuss every possible
identification the approach is to show that the evidence fits a single scroll and a single set of
horsemen if this approach is successful then it will effectively rule out all other scrolls and
horsemen this book will not attempt to discuss the first horseman s bow and the green color of
the fourth horseman as there is too little information available to discern them the scroll will be
identified first using the evidence regarding the scroll then each horseman will be identified
using the evidence regarding each horseman the question about discerning correctly will be
answered by showing how the horsemen fit together the horsemen fit the scroll the scroll and
horsemen fit the book of revelation and show us things to come

A History of the Mishnaic Law of Appointed Times, Part 5
2007-04-01
sesha must race to find a priceless scroll before time runs out after a brutal fire takes their
parents lives sesha and ky children of the pharaoh s royal physician are left charming snakes
and stealing food to survive unsure of who to trust the pair are found and brought back to the
palace where the pharaoh tasks sesha with finding a rare medical document her father was
transcribing but are the royals hiding something befriended by a fellow scribe and a young
princess sesha navigates palace intrigue and temple treachery while urgently seeking the
valuable papyrus for the scroll doesn t just have the power to keep the pharaoh s army alive and
reveal the secrets around her parents death it may be the only thing that can save ky s life



THE GOODevil SCROLL 2013-05-25
an ancient scroll draws a bookseller into a chilling mystery monty danforth finds the tin buried
beneath a shipment of leather bound classics inside is a millennia old vellum manuscript written
in an unfamiliar but unmistakably ancient language danforth tries to photocopy and photograph
it but he ends up with blank images as though the ink were made of something impervious to
modern technology as the scroll s mystery enchants him this hapless bookseller falls into a
cutthroat conspiracy that he may never escape soon a dead eyed old man and his
granddaughter come calling for the scroll danforth refuses to sell them the manuscript but they
will not be the last to demand it powerful forces crave the secrets locked within this ancient
document and danforth will survive only if he can master its power the bibliomysteries are a
series of short tales about deadly books by top mystery authors

On Stone and Scroll 2011-07-27
this extract from the eerdmans commentary on the bible provides prinslo s introduction to and
concise commentary on psalms the eerdmans commentary on the bible presents in nontechnical
language the best of modern scholarship on each book of the bible including the apocrypha
reader friendly commentary complements succinct summaries of each section of the text and
will be valuable to scholars students and general readers rather than attempt a verse by verse
analysis these volumes work from larger sense units highlighting the place of each passage
within the overarching biblical story commentators focus on the genre of each text parable
prophetic oracle legal code and so on interpreting within the historical and literary context the
volumes also address major issues within each biblical book including the range of possible
interpretations and refer readers to the best resources for further discussions

Universal Dictionary of the English Language 1898
heinz brainitzy is an accentric and distinguished professor he spends his time lecturing students
and pouring over ancient manuscripts all the while puffing on his trusty pipe but when he finds
himself leading an expedition beyond the physical deep into the labyrinths of beneath the old
city of jerusalem with only a dog and two loversfor company his whole perception of reality is
thrown into question by the magical and mystical things that happen meanwhile on the other
side of the world a corrupt politician plots his rise to the most powerful office there is the
presidency of the united states of america with visions of mass mind control and eyes firmly on
heinz and his team the two men connected in the most unlikely way in their search for the ark of
the covenant must decide whether to trust each other or to set about ways in which to thwart
the other on their quest pacy and suspensful the scroll of the rock is an astonishing novel of
biblical prophesies that is both epic in scale and ambition and sees the master storytellers of his
generation in full flow leading the reader down dead ends and false clues until its breathtaking
conclusion



The Five Exotic Scrolls of the Hebrew Bible (the Scroll of
the Song of Songs, the Scroll of Ruth, the Scroll of
Lamentations, the Scroll of Ecclesiastes, the Scroll of
Esther) 2009

A Translation of the Old Testament Scriptures from the
Original Hebrew 1885

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of
London 1870

Philosophical Transactions, Giving Some Account of the
Present Undertakings, Studies, and Labours of the
Ingenious, in Many Considerable Parts of the World 1870
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The Scroll and Horsemen of the Book of Revelation
2020-02-04
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A Dictionary of the English Language 1882
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The Scroll 2012-11-12
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